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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF GEORGIA

ATLANTA DIVISION

ATLANTIC RECORDING
CORPORATION, LAFACE
RECORDS LLC, SONY MUSIC
ENTERTAINMENT, UMG
RECORDINGS, INC., WARNER
BROS. RECORDS INC.,

Plaintiffs,

v.

SPINRILLA, LLC and JEFFERY
DYLAN COPELAND,

Defendants.

Civil Action No.
_________________

COMPLAINT

Plaintiffs, by and through their counsel, hereby allege the following:

INTRODUCTION

1. This is a case about the willful infringement of Plaintiffs’ copyrights

by Defendant Spinrilla, LLC (“Spinrilla”) and its founder, Defendant Jeffery Dylan

Copeland (“Copeland”).
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2. Plaintiffs are record companies that produce, manufacture, distribute,

sell and license the great majority of all legitimate commercial sound recordings in

this country. Spinrilla and Copeland (collectively “Defendants”) own and operate

a website, http://www.spinrilla.com (“Spinrilla.com” or the “Spinrilla website”),

and associated mobile apps for the iOS and Android operating systems (the

“apps”). Since at least 2013, Defendants have willfully engaged in, and have

knowingly contributed to, profited from, and induced, the widespread infringement

of Plaintiffs’ sound recording copyrights through the Spinrilla website and apps.

Taken together, these acts of copyright infringement have resulted in Plaintiffs’

copyrighted sound recordings being downloaded and/or streamed by the public

millions of times, without Plaintiffs’ permission and without payment of any

compensation whatsoever to Plaintiffs.

3. Through the Spinrilla website and apps, users with an artist account

can upload content that any other user can then download or stream on demand for

free, an unlimited number of times. A substantial amount of content uploaded to

the Spinrilla website and apps consists of popular sound recordings whose

copyrights are owned by Plaintiffs. Defendants know this and yet allow the

infringing activity to continue unabated. Indeed, Defendants have themselves

uploaded and publicly advertised the availability of Plaintiffs’ popular and highly
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valued copyrighted works, as a means to draw users to the Spinrilla website and

apps.

4. By offering free access to copyrighted content, Defendants drive a

tremendous and growing number of visitors to their website and apps.

Spinrilla.com receives nearly two million visits a month, a majority from U.S.-

based visitors. The Spinrilla apps have been downloaded millions of times. Users

like Spinrilla’s service for obvious reasons. To quote one reviewer of the Spinrilla

app: “It has all the hot music for free.”

5. Spinrilla converts its millions of monthly visits into profit. The

Spinrilla app currently makes use of high-quality banner and “pop up” advertising

that drives revenue for the company. Advertisements from established companies

and products ranging from Amazon to Zyrtec appear on the Spinrilla app. In

addition, Spinrilla offers its users the option to purchase a “Pro Membership,”

driving additional revenue.

6. Plaintiffs invest millions of dollars and enormous creative energies to

produce their copyrighted sound recordings. Defendants’ unauthorized use of

Plaintiffs’ copyrighted works in connection with the Spinrilla website and apps has

caused—and is continuing to cause—Plaintiffs significant and irreparable harm.

Defendants’ willful acts of infringement have eroded the authorized sales and
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distribution of Plaintiffs’ copyrighted sound recordings through physical and

digital channels. Plaintiffs are entitled to preliminary and permanent injunctive

relief to stop Defendants’ ongoing violation of Plaintiffs’ rights, as well as

damages resulting from Defendants’ egregious infringing conduct.

NATURE OF THE ACTION

7. This is an action for copyright infringement under the Copyright Act

of the United States, Title 17, United States Code §§ 101, et seq.

THE PARTIES

The Plaintiffs

8. Plaintiffs are well-known record companies. They are in the business

of producing, manufacturing, distributing, selling, licensing, and facilitating

authorized uses of sound recordings (i.e., recorded music) in the United States.

The considerable artistic and technical quality of Plaintiffs’ sound recordings is

well known in Georgia, throughout the United States, and throughout the world.

9. Together, Plaintiffs are the copyright owners or owners of exclusive

rights with respect to the great majority of copyrighted sound recordings sold in the

United States. Those sound recordings contain the performances of some of the

most popular and successful musicians of all time—such as Beyoncé, Michael

Jackson, and Kanye West—as well as notable artists based out of Atlanta—such as
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2 Chainz, Young Thug, Future, and Outkast. Plaintiffs have invested and continue

to invest significant money, time, effort, and creative talent to create, promote, sell,

and license these sound recordings.

10. Plaintiffs distribute and/or sell their sound recordings in the form of

CDs and other tangible media throughout the United States, including in Georgia.

Plaintiffs also sell, distribute, and/or publicly perform their sound recordings in the

form of digital audio files through legitimate and authorized Internet services, such

as iTunes, Amazon, Apple Music, Rhapsody, and Spotify, which are available

throughout the United States, including in Georgia.

11. Under the Copyright Act, Plaintiffs have the exclusive rights, among

other things, to “reproduce the copyrighted work[s],” to “distribute copies or

phonorecords of the copyrighted work[s] to the public,” to “perform the

copyrighted work[s] publicly by means of a digital audio transmission,” and to

authorize or license such activities. 17 U.S.C. § 106.

12. Plaintiff Atlantic Recording Corporation (“Atlantic”) is a Delaware

corporation with its principal place of business in New York, New York.

13. Plaintiff LaFace Records LLC (“LaFace”) is a Delaware limited

liability company with its principal place of business in New York, New York.
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14. Plaintiff Sony Music Entertainment (“Sony”) is a Delaware

partnership with its principal place of business in New York, New York.

15. Plaintiff UMG Recordings, Inc. (“UMG”) is a Delaware corporation

with its principal place of business in Santa Monica, California. UMG is registered

to do business in Georgia.

16. Plaintiff Warner Bros. Records Inc. is a Delaware corporation with its

principal place of business in Burbank, California. Warner Bros. Records Inc. is

registered to do business in Georgia.

The Defendants

17. Spinrilla is a Georgia domestic limited liability company with its

principal place of business in Atlanta, Georgia. Spinrilla is the business entity

behind the Spinrilla website and apps.

18. Copeland resides in Atlanta, Georgia. Copeland is the founder,

organizer, registered agent, manager, principal officer, and key employee of

Spinrilla. Upon information and belief, Copeland is also the sole member of the

Spinrilla limited liability company.

19. Upon information and belief, since at least 2014, Copeland has

supported himself financially by running Spinrilla. Copeland wrote the

programming code that runs the Spinrilla interface, which enables infringers to
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upload, download, and stream on demand Plaintiffs’ copyright-protected works,

and designed the two Spinrilla apps. He directs, controls, ratifies, and participates

in every business, technological, and management decision of Spinrilla, and

maintains Facebook and Twitter pages for Spinrilla.

JURISDICTION AND VENUE

20. This Court has subject matter jurisdiction over this matter pursuant to

28 U.S.C. §§ 1331 and 1338(a), as it is a suit arising under the federal Copyright

Act.

21. This Court has personal jurisdiction over Defendants. Defendants are

residents of Georgia and/or maintain their principal place of business in Georgia,

have transacted business within Georgia, have committed the tortious act of

copyright infringement within Georgia, have caused tortious injuries within

Georgia resulting from acts occurring outside of Georgia, regularly do business in

Georgia, and use real property situated within Georgia.

22. Venue in the Northern District of Georgia is proper under 28 U.S.C.

§§ 1391 and 1400(a) because it is the judicial district in which at least one of the

Defendants resides, and because all of the Defendants are residents of Georgia.

Venue in the Northern District of Georgia is also proper because it is the judicial
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district in which a substantial portion of the events or omissions giving rise to the

claims herein occurred.

FACTS

Spinrilla.com

23. In early 2013, Defendant Copeland launched Spinrilla.com, marketing

the website as “the 800-lb. gorilla of free hip-hop mixtapes.” Spinrilla.com

features hip-hop music organized into three categories: “Mixtapes,” “Singles,” and

“Charts.”

24. The “Mixtapes” section of Spinrilla.com displays thumbnail images

that correspond to playlists of various sound recordings (referred to as “mixtapes”

by Spinrilla). When a user clicks on a thumbnail, he or she is brought to a track-

listing page for the particular playlist. This page shows the cover art for the

playlist, identifies the specific sound recordings included in the playlist, and

displays a running tally of the views, streams, and downloads that the playlist has

received to date. From this page, a user is able to stream tracks, download tracks,

or download the entire playlist by clicking a green button labeled “Download

Now!”

25. The “Singles” section of Spinrilla.com is organized differently. When

entering this section of the website, a user is presented with a list of individual
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tracks by individual artists. When a user clicks on a track, he or she is brought to a

new page of the Spinrilla website from which he or she can stream or download

that particular recording.

26. Finally, the “Charts” section of Spinrilla.com allows users to search

for content by daily, monthly, or all-time popularity on the service. When a user

clicks on a particular playlist, he or she is brought to the track-listing page for that

playlist, from which songs can again be downloaded or streamed.

27. In addition to allowing users to browse sound recordings in a variety

of ways, Spinrilla.com also features a search bar, which is accessible from any

page within the site. Users can type in the name of a particular artist, or a

particular track, into the search bar. Spinrilla.com then locates and pulls up the

corresponding artist or track. The search bar features an “autocomplete” function

that suggests entries to a user. For instance, a user who types in “Emin” into the

search bar will be prompted with the suggestion “Eminem” (a major recording

artist who records for one of Plaintiff UMG Recordings, Inc.’s family of record

labels) as well as playlists featuring tracks by that artist.

28. Spinrilla.com provides its users with the option of “sharing” content

contained on the website, through various social media platforms. When viewing

the contents of a playlist, or when streaming a particular song, a user is presented
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with buttons that allow him or her to share links to the recordings on Twitter,

Facebook, and/or Google Plus. Users can also click a button labeled “Embed” that

reveals a hyperlink to sound recordings hosted on the Spinrilla website. Users can

then embed this hyperlink on other websites, allowing the play of sound recordings

through those websites.

29. Spinrilla.com provides its users with the option of commenting on

particular tracks or playlists. To do so, however, a user is required to “sign in,” by

first registering a unique username and password with Spinrilla.

30. Spinrilla.com receives approximately two million visits a month via

web browsers on desktop and mobile platforms.

The Spinrilla Apps

31. In early 2013, Copeland created an “app” version of Spinrilla.com that

is specifically packaged, designed, and optimized for mobile phones. The Spinrilla

app is maintained by Spinrilla and Copeland.

32. The Spinrilla app launched on the iOS platform on or around May 10,

2013. Since then, over thirty updates or versions of the app have been released,

the latest of which was released on June 6, 2016. The Spinrilla app can be

downloaded for free from the Apple App store.
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33. The Spinrilla app launched on the Android platform in early 2014.

Since then, over thirty updates or versions of the app have been released, the latest

of which was released on September 20, 2016. The Spinrilla app can be

downloaded for free from the Google Play store, as well as other online sources.

Spinrilla maintains a separate website, http://madebyappolis-spinrilla.andro.io,

which links to the Spinrilla app on the Google Play store. This website features a

dropdown menu allowing the viewer to translate the page into multiple languages,

including German, French, Spanish, Italian, Chinese, Japanese, Russian, and

Portuguese.

34. The Spinrilla apps offer roughly the same functionality as

Spinrilla.com. Unlike Spinrilla.com, however, it is not possible to use the apps

without first creating an account. After downloading and installing the app, users

are prompted to create a unique username and password. Once a user logs in, he or

she can access the full library of sound recordings available at Spinrilla.com.

35. The Spinrilla apps feature hip-hop music organized into several

categories, including “Explore,” “My Library,” “Playlists,” and “Radio.”

36. The “Explore” section of the Spinrilla app provides users with several

ways to browse sound recordings. The subsection entitled “New Releases”

displays thumbnails of various “newly released” playlists. The subsection entitled
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“Popular” is similar, but displays thumbnails according to the popularity of the

corresponding playlist as of “[t]oday,” “[t]his month,” and “[a]ll time.” The

subsection entitled “Singles” displays thumbnails that correspond to individual

tracks rather than playlists.

37. When a user touches a thumbnail corresponding to a playlist, he or

she is brought to a track-listing page, which shows the playlist’s cover art and

identifies the specific sound recordings included in the playlist. When a user

touches a thumbnail corresponding to an individual track, he or she is brought to a

page that begins immediately streaming the track and that displays art associated

with the track.

38. When viewing a playlist or track, a user is given the option to

download or stream the playlist or track for free. Tracks streamed from a user’s

smartphone are played using the Spinrilla app’s built-in media player. Tracks

downloaded to a user’s smartphone are stored in a section of the app entitled “My

Library” and may be accessed and listened to offline. Users can further organize

these tracks into custom-created playlists, which then appear in a section of the app

entitled “Playlists.” Users of the Spinrilla app are also given the ability to

“comment” on playlists or tracks, and to “share” links to playlists or tracks via text

message, email, or social media.
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39. The “Radio” section of the Spinrilla app allows users to select various

“stations” organized into topical categories, such as “Top Hits,” “R&B,” “Atlanta,”

and “New York.” When a user selects one of these “stations,” individual sound

recordings begin to stream. Users are allowed to skip a track after listening to it

for at least thirty seconds.

40. Like Spinrilla.com, the Spinrilla apps feature a search bar that allows

users to search for sound recordings by keyword.

41. Spinrilla offers two tiers of membership to users of its apps—a free

membership and a “Pro” membership.

42. The free version of the Spinrilla apps contains advertising in the form

of high quality banners, videos, and “interstitials” (advertisements played during or

in between songs). Advertisers on the apps include a wide range of companies and

products, including such established names as Amazon, EA Sports, Flonase, Hulu,

REI, Samsung, Seamless, Uber, and Zyrtec. Advertisements are displayed

throughout the free version of the Spinrilla app.

43. In addition to offering a free version, the Spinrilla app offers users the

option of upgrading to a “Pro Membership.” The “Pro Membership” costs a

monthly fee of $0.99 USD. On the Apple App Store, Spinrilla quotes prices for
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the Pro Membership in a variety of international currencies, ranging from the

Danish Krone to the Hong Kong Dollar.

44. Spinrilla promises a number of benefits to upgrading from a free

membership to a “Pro Membership.” First, Spinrilla promises its Pro users “the

best listening experience” and claims that a Pro Membership is “the best way to

listen to limitless mixtapes.” Second, upgrading to a Pro Membership removes all

advertisements from the Spinrilla app. Third, users who purchase a Pro

Membership are not subject to downloading or streaming limits. By contrast, free

members using the Spinrilla app on the Android platform are limited to 75 streams

and 75 downloads a day.

45. The Spinrilla Android app has been downloaded and installed

between 5 and 10 million times. It is among the most popular music apps offered

on the Google Play store and ranks higher than the Apple Music app, the Amazon

Music app, and the SiriusXM Radio app. Over 65,000 users have reviewed the

Spinrilla app on the Google Play store, earning it a rating of 4.3/5.0 stars. Positive

reviewers have noted that Spinrilla “has ever[y] album I want,” that it “[a]lways

ha[s] the latest hits,” and that it’s “[g]ot all the music I like.” Reviewers have also

noted that the Spinrilla app is the “[b]est way to get free new music!,” that “[i]t has
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all the hot music for free,” that “I love this app because I could get all the new

albums for free,” and that “YOU CAN DOWNLOAD THEM instantly.”

46. The Spinrilla iOS app is within the top 1% most popular iOS apps

worldwide. Over 13,000 users have reviewed the Spinrilla app on the Apple App

Store, earning the app a rating of 4.5/5.0 stars. One reviewer described her

experience in detail, noting that he or she “was a little skeptical at first about it and

wondered if it was going to be another vast collection of garbage mixed tapes with

wack mixes,” but “[b]oy was I wrong … this has such a dope collection of every

track from the ‘90s till now. I’m loving it, and I love that you can download each

track to your library within the app to play later.” Another reviewer noted that

“spinrilla is a contender with apple music, Spotify, tidal, [and] all the other paid

subscription music apps. [Y]ou can find virtually any song you want and the only

down side is that it may have a diffrent [sic] album cover and it may say the

producer or dj once or twice in the song.” Other reviewers have put the matter

more bluntly. According to one, the app has allowed him or her to download “AS

MUCH MUSIC AS I WANT!” According to another, “[h]onestly, this app has

saved me hundreds of dollars, and is always up to date.”
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Spinrilla’s Access To Sound Recordings

47. Spinrilla.com and the Spinrilla apps obtain sound recordings in part

from users with “artist accounts.” A user can apply for an “artist account” by

visiting http://spinrilla.com/apply, where the user is directed to provide his or her

Twitter handle, a “Stage Name,” and links to music. Spinrilla claims to employ a

“rigorous artist screening process” in vetting users who apply for an artist account.

48. Once approved by Spinrilla, a user with an “artist account” can upload

“mixtapes” (playlists comprised of various sound recordings) to Defendants’

servers. According to Spinrilla’s website, “[u]ploading mixtapes doesn’t cost a

cent” and “[w]e don’t charge and we never will.”

49. A playlist that has been uploaded by a Spinrilla “artist” is identified as

being “hosted by” that artist. For example, a track-listing page for the playlist

entitled “Volume 274” by “Ljiggy” is identified as “Hosted by Ljiggy.” This

means that the tracks were uploaded by a user with an artist account whose

username is “Ljiggy”:
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copyrights are owned or exclusively controlled by one or more Plaintiffs. This

playlist has been streamed or downloaded approximately 4,000 times.

51. Not all of the music available through Spinrilla.com and the Spinrilla

apps is uploaded by users with “artist accounts.” Indeed, a substantial amount of

playlists are not identified as having been uploaded by an “artist” or “DJ.” For

example, a track listing page for a playlist entitled “Luv Is Rage” by Lil Uzi Vert

provides no information identifying the uploading user:
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“Volume 274” by Ljiggy includes numerous sound recordings whose

copyrights are owned or exclusively controlled by one or more Plaintiffs. This

playlist has been streamed or downloaded approximately 4,000 times.

all of the music available through Spinrilla.com and the Spinrilla

apps is uploaded by users with “artist accounts.” Indeed, a substantial amount of

playlists are not identified as having been uploaded by an “artist” or “DJ.” For

page for a playlist entitled “Luv Is Rage” by Lil Uzi Vert

provides no information identifying the uploading user:

“Volume 274” by Ljiggy includes numerous sound recordings whose

copyrights are owned or exclusively controlled by one or more Plaintiffs. This

playlist has been streamed or downloaded approximately 4,000 times.

all of the music available through Spinrilla.com and the Spinrilla

apps is uploaded by users with “artist accounts.” Indeed, a substantial amount of

playlists are not identified as having been uploaded by an “artist” or “DJ.” For

page for a playlist entitled “Luv Is Rage” by Lil Uzi Vert
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52. Upon information and belief, some or all of the playlists that do not

identify a specific “artist” or “DJ” were uploaded by Defendants.

53. “Luv Is Rage” by Lil Uzi Vert is an album that was released on

October 30, 2015 by Atlantic. Atlantic owns or exclusively controls copyrights to

“Luv Is Rage,” all sixteen of the sound recordings contained on that album, and the

cover artwork to that album—all of which Defendants unlawfully posted, or

knowingly allowed to be posted, to Spinrilla.com and the Spinrilla apps for free
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and unlimited on-demand streaming and download. “Luv Is Rage” has been

unlawfully streamed or downloaded from Spinrilla over two million times.

Defendants’ Willful Infringement of Plaintiffs’ Copyrights

54. An overwhelming amount of the material available on Spinrilla.com

and the Spinrilla apps consists of infringing copies of Plaintiffs’ sound recordings.

55. Plaintiffs have identified over 21,000 sound recordings, the copyrights

to which are owned or exclusively controlled by Plaintiffs, that are available on

Spinrilla.com and the Spinrilla apps. These sound recordings include, for instance,

the top fifteen tracks from the Billboard R&B and Hip Hop charts for the week of

June 2, 2016. A non-exhaustive, illustrative sampling of Plaintiffs’ federally

copyrighted sound recordings that Defendants have illegally reproduced,

distributed and/or performed to their users is attached hereto as Exhibit A.

Plaintiffs have received Certificates of Copyright Registration from the Register of

Copyrights for each of the copyrighted sound recordings listed in Exhibit A.

Plaintiffs intend to amend the Complaint at an appropriate time to provide an

expanded list of works infringed by Defendants.

56. All of these sound recordings can be freely downloaded and streamed

on demand an unlimited number of times via Spinrilla.com and the Spinrilla apps.

Furthermore, Defendants encourage Spinrilla’s users to share “free” access to
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Plaintiffs’ copyrighted sound recordings, by enabling users to post links to these

tracks on social media platforms like Facebook and Twitter, and by providing users

with the ability to “embed” links to these tracks on other websites.

57. Defendants designed Spinrilla.com and the Spinrilla apps to allow

easy and open access to infringing material. The keyword search feature, for

example, allows a user to search for and easily find infringing content. A user who

wishes to access recordings by major-label recording artist Beyoncé simply needs

to type “Beyonce” into the search bar. Among the top results for this search is a

playlist entitled “Best of Beyoncé.” This playlist is nothing more than a collection

of Beyoncé’s most popular tracks, including the hit singles “Single Ladies” and

“Irreplaceable.” Nearly 100,000 users have downloaded Beyoncé songs for free

through this Spinrilla page:
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The copyrights to all of these Beyoncé tracks are owned or

exclusively controlled by Plaintiff Sony.

The copyrights to all of these Beyoncé tracks are owned or
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allows users to easily and openly access infringing material. For example, shortly

after the release of the new single by major

“Keep You In Mind (feat. Bryson Tiller),” the “Singles” section of Spinrilla.com

prominently featured a thumbnail and link to the track:
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The “Singles” section of the Spinrilla website and apps similarly

allows users to easily and openly access infringing material. For example, shortly

after the release of the new single by major-label recording artist Chris Brown,

Bryson Tiller),” the “Singles” section of Spinrilla.com

prominently featured a thumbnail and link to the track:

The “Singles” section of the Spinrilla website and apps similarly

allows users to easily and openly access infringing material. For example, shortly

label recording artist Chris Brown,

Bryson Tiller),” the “Singles” section of Spinrilla.com
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60. The copyright to “Keep You In Mind (feat. Bryson Tiller)” by Chris

Brown is owned or exclusively controlled by Plaintiff Sony.

61. The “Mixtapes” section of Spinrilla.com and the “Explore” sections of

the Spinrilla apps also allow users to easily find, download, and stream infringing

content. For example, one of the most viewed “mixtapes” (which, again, are in

fact merely playlists of sound recordings) available through Spinrilla.com is the

album “By Any Means” by Kevin Gates. This so-called “mixtape” has been

streamed over a million times, and downloaded over 800,000 times:
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Means” by Kevin Gates, all sixteen of the sound recordings contained on that

album, and the cover artwork to that album

posted to the Spinrilla website, for free and unlimited on

download by the public.
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Atlantic owns or exclusively controls the copyrights to “By Any

y Kevin Gates, all sixteen of the sound recordings contained on that

album, and the cover artwork to that album—all of which has been unlawfully

posted to the Spinrilla website, for free and unlimited on-demand streaming and

Atlantic owns or exclusively controls the copyrights to “By Any

y Kevin Gates, all sixteen of the sound recordings contained on that

all of which has been unlawfully

demand streaming and
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63. Defendants have actual and constructive knowledge of the

infringement of Plaintiffs’ copyrights by Spinrilla users, including, without

limitation, by means of Plaintiffs’ repeated notices to Defendants concerning the

infringing files on the Spinrilla website and apps.

64. Defendants’ actual knowledge of infringement by Spinrilla’s users is

in addition to Defendants’ own, direct infringement of Plaintiffs’ copyrights.

Defendants have flagrantly advertised and promoted access to Plaintiffs’

copyrighted sound recordings on Spinrilla.com, the Spinrilla apps, and Spinrilla’s

social media pages in order to draw users to the Spinrilla website and apps.

65. For example, on January 2, 2016, Defendants posted a link to

Spinrilla’s Facebook page directing the public to a complete and unedited version

of the album “Slime Season 3” by Atlanta-based artist Young Thug:
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its album artwork was viewed over 14 million times, and the album itself was

streamed over 4.5 million times:
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The Spinrilla website page that illegally hosted “Slime Season 3” and

its album artwork was viewed over 14 million times, and the album itself was

4.5 million times:

The Spinrilla website page that illegally hosted “Slime Season 3” and

its album artwork was viewed over 14 million times, and the album itself was
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Atlantic owns or exclusively controls the copyrights to “Slime Season

3” by Young Thug, all eight of the sound recordings contained on that album, and

the cover artwork to that album, all of which Spinrilla willfully and unlawfully

ted to its website, for free and unlimited streaming by the public.

Atlantic owns or exclusively controls the copyrights to “Slime Season

3” by Young Thug, all eight of the sound recordings contained on that album, and

the cover artwork to that album, all of which Spinrilla willfully and unlawfully
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68. Plaintiffs’ copyrighted sound recordings are among the most popular

and sought-after sound recordings in the world. Accordingly, when Plaintiffs’

sound recordings are uploaded to Spinrilla.com and the Spinrilla apps, they attract

significant interest among the public. That heightened interest means more views,

downloads, and streams on Spinrilla’s services. It also means more user

registrations and more subscriptions to Spinrilla “Pro Membership.” All of this

translates directly into increased advertising and subscription revenue for the

Defendants, which Defendants specifically intend.

69. Plaintiffs have not been paid a dime—by Defendants, by Spinrilla’s

“artist” uploaders, or by any of Spinrilla’s end users—for the unlawful

reproduction, distribution, and performance of thousands of Plaintiffs’ copyrighted

sound recordings, nor have Plaintiffs granted permission to Defendants to use their

copyrighted works in this manner.

COUNT I – Direct Copyright Infringement

70. Plaintiffs repeat, reallege, and fully incorporate by reference the

allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 69 above.

71. Defendants, without permission or consent of Plaintiffs, reproduce

and distribute unauthorized reproductions of Plaintiffs’ copyrighted sound

recordings, and engage in unauthorized public performances of copyrighted sound
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recordings, including but not limited to those copyrighted sound recordings

identified above and listed in Exhibit A hereto. Such reproduction, distribution

and performance constitute infringement of Plaintiffs’ registered copyrights and

the exclusive rights under copyright in violation of 17 U.S.C. § 106(1), (3) and (6).

72. The infringement of Plaintiffs’ rights in each of their copyrighted

sound recordings constitutes a separate and distinct act of infringement.

73. Defendants’ acts of infringement are willful, intentional and

purposeful, in disregard of and indifferent to the rights of Plaintiffs.

74. As a direct and proximate result of Defendants’ infringement of

Plaintiffs’ copyrights and exclusive rights under copyright, Plaintiffs are entitled to

the maximum statutory damages, pursuant to 17 U.S.C. § 504(c), in the amount of

$150,000 with respect to each work infringed, or such other amounts as may be

proper under 17 U.S.C. § 504(c). In the alternative, at Plaintiffs’ election pursuant

to 17 U.S.C. § 504(b), Plaintiffs are entitled to their actual damages, including

Defendants’ profits from infringement, in amounts to be proven at trial.

75. Plaintiffs are entitled to their costs, including reasonable attorneys’

fees, pursuant to 17 U.S.C. § 505.

76. Defendants’ conduct is causing, and, unless enjoined by this Court,

will continue to cause Plaintiffs great and irreparable injury that cannot fully be
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compensated or measured in money. Because Plaintiffs have no adequate remedy

at law, Plaintiffs are entitled to a preliminary injunction and a permanent injunction

pursuant to 17 U.S.C. § 502, prohibiting infringement of Plaintiffs’ copyrights and

exclusive rights under copyright.

COUNT II – Secondary Copyright Infringement

77. Plaintiffs repeat, reallege, and fully incorporate by reference the

allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 76 above.

78. The users of the Spinrilla website and its associated apps are engaged

in repeated and pervasive infringement of Plaintiffs’ exclusive rights to reproduce,

distribute, and publicly perform their copyrighted recordings.

79. Defendants are liable for inducing their users’ infringement of

Plaintiffs’ copyrighted sound recordings. Defendants operate the Spinrilla website

and Spinrilla apps with the object of promoting its use to infringe Plaintiffs’

copyrights. Defendants advertise and promote free access to Plaintiffs’

copyrighted recordings, inducing its users to unlawfully download and stream

those recordings. Defendants further encourage its users to infringe Plaintiffs’

copyrights by unlawfully sharing those copyrighted recordings on other websites.

Finally, Defendants knowingly and intentionally induce, entice, persuade, and

cause its users to upload content to the Spinrilla website and apps that infringes
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Plaintiffs’ copyrights, including but not limited to those sound recordings

identified above and listed in Exhibit A hereto.

80. Defendants have actual and constructive knowledge of the infringing

activity of Spinrilla’s users. Defendants have knowingly caused and materially

contributed to these unauthorized reproductions, distributions, and public

performances of Plaintiffs’ copyrighted sound recordings, including but not limited

to those sound recordings identified above and listed in Exhibit A hereto.

81. Defendants have the right and ability to supervise and control the

infringing activities that occur through the use of their website. Despite their

actual and constructive knowledge of users’ unlawful activity, and despite their

ability to control that activity, Defendants have refused to take any meaningful

action to prevent their users’ widespread infringement of Plaintiffs’ copyrights.

Furthermore, at all relevant times, Defendants have derived a direct financial

benefit from their users’ infringement of Plaintiffs’ copyrights. Defendants are

therefore vicariously liable for the unauthorized reproduction, distribution, and

public performance of Plaintiffs’ copyrighted sound recordings, including but not

limited to those sound recordings identified above and listed in Exhibit A hereto.

82. The infringement of Plaintiffs’ rights in each of their copyrighted

sound recordings constitutes a separate and distinct act of infringement.
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83. Defendants’ acts of infringement are willful, intentional and

purposeful, in disregard of and indifferent to the rights of Plaintiffs.

84. As a direct and proximate result of Defendants’ infringement of

Plaintiffs’ copyrights and exclusive rights under copyright, Plaintiffs are entitled to

the maximum statutory damages, pursuant to 17 U.S.C. § 504(c), in the amount of

$150,000 with respect to each work infringed, or such other amounts as may be

proper under 17 U.S.C. § 504(c). In the alternative, at Plaintiffs’ election pursuant

to 17 U.S.C. § 504(b), Plaintiffs are entitled to their actual damages, including

Defendants’ profits from infringement, in amounts to be proven at trial.

85. Plaintiffs are entitled to their costs, including reasonable attorneys’

fees, pursuant to 17 U.S.C. § 505.

86. Defendants’ conduct is causing, and, unless enjoined by this Court,

will continue to cause Plaintiffs great and irreparable injury that cannot fully be

compensated or measured in money. Because Plaintiffs have no adequate remedy

at law, Plaintiffs are entitled to a preliminary injunction and a permanent injunction

pursuant to 17 U.S.C. § 502, prohibiting infringement of Plaintiffs’ copyrights and

exclusive rights under copyright.
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs respectfully pray that judgment be entered in

their favor and against Defendants as follows:

(a) for a declaration that Defendants, both directly and secondarily,

willfully infringed and continue to infringe Plaintiffs’ copyrights;

(b) for statutory damages pursuant to 17 U.S.C. § 504(c), in the amount of

$150,000 per infringed work, arising from Defendants’ violations of Plaintiffs’

rights under the Copyright Act or, in the alternative, at Plaintiffs’ election pursuant

to 17 U.S.C. § 504(b), Plaintiffs’ actual damages, including Defendant’s profits

from infringement, in amounts to be proven at trial;

(c) for a preliminary and permanent injunction requiring that Defendants

and their officers, agents, servants, employees, attorneys, and others in active

concert or participation with each or any of them, cease infringing, or causing,

enabling, facilitating, encouraging, promoting and inducing or participating in the

infringement of, any of Plaintiffs’ copyrights protected by the Copyright Act,

whether now in existence or hereafter created;

(d) for such other equitable relief under Titles 17 and 28 as is necessary to

prevent or restrain infringement of Plaintiffs’ copyrights;
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(e) for Plaintiffs’ costs, including reasonable attorneys’ fees, pursuant to

17 U.S.C. § 505 and otherwise;

(f) for prejudgment and post-judgment interest; and

(g) for such other relief as the Court may deem just and proper.

Respectfully submitted, this 3rd day of February, 2017.

TROUTMAN SANDERS LLP

/s/ James A. Lamberth
JAMES A. LAMBERTH
james.lamberth@troutmansanders.com
Georgia Bar No. 431851

600 Peachtree Street, N.E.
Suite 5200, Bank of America Plaza
Atlanta, GA 30308-2216
Telephone: (404) 885-3362
Facsimile: (404) 962-6611

JENNER & BLOCK LLP

KENNETH L. DOROSHOW
(Pro Hac Vice to be filed)
PREVIN WARREN
(Pro Hac Vice to be filed)

1099 New York Ave., N.W. Suite 900
Washington, DC 20001
Telephone: (202) 639-6000
Facsimile: (202) 639-6066

Attorneys for Plaintiffs
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CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE

The foregoing Complaint complies with Local Rule 5.1 and was prepared

using Times New Roman (14 point) type.

This 3rd day of February, 2017.

/s/ James A. Lamberth
JAMES A. LAMBERTH
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EXHIBIT A

ARTIST
TRACK
TITLE

ALBUM TITLE PLAINTIFF SR #

2 Chainz Feds Watching
(Feat. Pharrell)

B.O.A.T.S. II
#METIME
(Deluxe)

UMG
Recordings,
Inc.
(“UMG”)

SR0000724645

2 Chainz Watch Out COLLEGROVE UMG SR0000770658

2 Chainz Gotta Lotta
(Feat. Lil
Wayne)

COLLEGROVE UMG SR0000779295

2 Chainz Mfn Right COLLEGROVE UMG SR0000779295

2 Chainz Smell Like
Money (Feat. Lil
Wayne)

COLLEGROVE UMG SR0000779295

2Pac All Eyez On Me
(Feat. Syke)

All Eyez on Me
(Remastered)

UMG SR0000331786

2Pac Dear Mama Me Against the
World

UMG SR0000198941

2Pac Keep Ya Head
Up

Strictly for ma
N.I.G.G.A.Z.

UMG SR0000152641

A$AP
Rocky

Everyday (Feat.
Rod Stewart X
Miguel X Mark
Ronson)

AT.LONG.LAST.
A$AP

Sony Music
Entertainmen
t (“Sony”)

SR0000768267

A$AP
Rocky

JD AT.LONG.LAST.
A$AP

Sony SR0000768264

A$AP
Rocky

L$D AT.LONG.LAST.
A$AP

Sony SR0000768264

A$AP
Rocky

Lord Pretty
Flacko Jodye 2
(LPFJ2)

AT.LONG.LAST.
A$AP

Sony SR0000768788,
SR0000768789

Alessia
Cara

Here Know-It-All UMG SR0000764950
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August
Alsina

Hip Hop This Thing Called
Life

UMG SR0000764632

Beyoncé 1 + 1 4 Sony SR0000683948

Beyoncé Best Thing I
Never Had

4 Sony SR0000683948

Beyoncé End Of Time 4 Sony SR0000683948

Beyoncé I Was Here 4 Sony SR0000683948

Beyoncé Blow BEYONCE Sony SR0000747291

Beyoncé Drunk In Love
(Feat. Jay Z)

BEYONCE Sony SR0000747291

Beyoncé Flawless Remix
(Feat. Nicki
Minaj)

BEYONCE Sony SR0000766251

Beyoncé Haunted BEYONCE Sony SR0000747291

Beyoncé Jealous BEYONCE Sony SR0000747291

Beyoncé Mine (Featuring
Drake)

BEYONCE Sony SR0000747291

Beyoncé No Angel BEYONCE Sony SR0000747291

Beyoncé Partition BEYONCE Sony SR0000747291

Beyoncé Pretty Hurts BEYONCE Sony SR0000747291

Beyoncé Check On It
(Feat. Bun B. &
Slim Thug)

B'Day Sony SR0000395861

Beyoncé Déjà Vu B'day Sony SR0000746712

Beyoncé Irreplaceable B'day Sony SR0000395861
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Beyoncé Listen B'day Sony SR0000395861

Beyoncé Diva I Am… Sasha
Fierce

Sony SR0000623449

Beyoncé Halo I Am… Sasha
Fierce

Sony SR0000623449

Beyoncé Radio I Am… Sasha
Fierce

Sony SR0000623449

Beyoncé Single Ladies
(Put A Ring On
It)

I Am… Sasha
Fierce

Sony SR0000723765

Beyoncé Sweet Dreams I Am… Sasha
Fierce

Sony SR0000623449

Beyoncé Ego (Remix)
(Featuring
Kanye West)

I Am… Sasha
Fierce

Sony SR0000623449

BIG
K.R.I.T.

King Of The
South

Cadillactica UMG SR0000757043

Bryson
Tiller

Don't T R A P S O U L Sony SR0000773804

Bryson
Tiller

Right My
Wrongs

T R A P S O U L Sony SR0000773803

Bryson
Tiller

Sorry Not Sorry T R A P S O U L Sony SR0000773807

Bryson
Tiller

Exchange T R A P S O U L Sony SR0000773803

Chris
Brown

Back To Sleep Royalty Sony SR0000776591

Chris
Brown

Wrist (Feat. Solo
Lucci)

Royalty Sony SR0000776584

Chris
Brown

Zero Royalty Sony SR0000776582

Chris
Brown X
Tyga

Ayo Fan of a Fan the
Album

Sony SR0000767464
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Desiigner Panda Panda - Single UMG SR0000779266

Desiigner Tiimmy Turner Timmy Turner -
Single

UMG SR0000779231

Destiny's
Child

Naughty Girl Dangerously In
Love

Sony SR0000342236

Destiny's
Child

Dangerously In
Love

Survivor Sony SR0000289199

DJ Snake The Half (Feat.
Jeremih, Young
Thug & Swizz
Beatz)

Encore UMG SR0000779310

Drake Controlla Views UMG SR0000779293

Drake Grammys (Feat.
Future)

Views UMG SR0000779293

Drake Hotline Bling Views UMG SR0000771820

Dreezy We Gon Ride
(Feat. Gucci
Mane)

No Hard Feelings UMG SR0000779235

Eminem Déjà Vu Relapse UMG SR0000633152

Eminem Beautiful Relapse UMG SR0000633152

Eminem White America The Eminem
Show

UMG SR0000317924

Eminem Cleanin' Out My
Closet

The Eminem
Show

UMG SR0000317924

Eminem Sing For The
Moment

The Eminem
Show

UMG SR0000317924

Eminem Till I Collapse The Eminem
Show

UMG SR0000317924

Eminem Hailie's Song The Eminem
Show

UMG SR0000317924
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Eminem Like Toy
Soldiers

Encore UMG SR0000364769

Eminem Mosh Encore UMG SR0000364769

Eminem Mockingbird Encore UMG SR0000364769

Eminem Not Afraid Recovery UMG SR0000653571

Eminem The Real Slim
Shady

The Marshall
Mathers LP

UMG SR0000293541

Eminem Amityville
(Featuring D-12)

The Marshall
Mathers LP

UMG SR0000287944

Eminem Stan (Featuring
Dido)

The Marshall
Mathers LP

UMG SR0000287944

Eminem Bitch Please 2 The Marshall
Mathers LP

UMG SR0000287944

Eminem Criminal The Marshall
Mathers LP

UMG SR0000287944

Eminem The Way I Am The Marshall
Mathers LP

UMG SR0000287944

Eminem My Name Is The Slim Shady
LP

UMG SR0000262686

Eminem Guilty
Conscience

The Slim Shady
LP

UMG SR0000262686

Eminem Role Model The Slim Shady
LP

UMG SR0000262686

Eminem 97 Bonnie &
Clyde

The Slim Shady
LP

UMG SR0000262686

Eminem Just Don't Give
A F**k

The Slim Shady
LP

UMG SR0000250999

Eminem Brain Damage The Slim Shady
LP

UMG SR0000250999

Eminem Lose Yourself 8 Mile (Music
from and Inspired
by the Motion
Picture)

UMG SR0000322706
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French
Montana

Don't Panic Don't Panic -
Single

UMG SR0000747811

Future Blow A Bag DS2 Sony SR0000769847

Future Kno the
Meaning

DS2 (Deluxe) Sony SR0000769842

Future Real Sisters DS2 (Deluxe) Sony SR0000769855

Future The Percocet &
Stripper Joint

DS2 (Deluxe) Sony SR0000769842

Future Thought It Was
a Drought

DS2 (Deluxe) Sony SR0000769842

Future Where Ya At
(feat. Drake)

DS2 (Deluxe) Sony SR0000769842

Future Turn On The
Lights

Pluto Sony SR0000701457

Future F*ck Up Some
Commas

DS2 Sony SR0000769856

Future Rich $Ex DS2 Sony SR0000769842

Future Slave Master DS2 Sony SR0000769842

G-Eazy Random When It's Dark
Out

Sony SR0000766812

G-Eazy You Got Me When It's Dark
Out

Sony SR0000766815

G-Eazy X
Bebe Rexha

Me, Myself & I When It's Dark
Out

Sony SR0000766814

Gunplay Wuzhanindoe
(Feat. Yg)

Living Legend UMG SR0000769088

Jadakiss Kill (Feat. Lil
Wayne)

Top 5 Dead or
Alive

UMG SR0000775432

Jadakiss You Can See
(Feat. Future)

Top 5 Dead or
Alive

UMG SR0000775431
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Jeezy Let Em Know Trap or Die 3 UMG SR0000779314

Jeezy Magic City
Monday (Feat.
Future & 2
Chainz)

Magic City
Monday (feat.
Future & 2
Chainz)

UMG SR0000779228

Jeremih Planez (Feat. J.
Cole)

Late Nights UMG SR0000775470

Jeremih Royalty (Feat.
Future & Big
Sean)

Late Nights UMG SR0000775468

Jeremih Tonight Belongs
To U! (Feat. Flo
Rida)

Tonight Belongs
to U! (feat. Flo
Rida)

UMG SR0000764928

Justin
Bieber

Sorry Purpose UMG SR0000775673

Justin
Bieber

What Do You
Mean?

Purpose UMG SR0000773004

K Camp Slum Anthem Slum Anthem -
Single

UMG SR0000754218

Kanye West Waves The Life Of Pablo UMG SR0000779225

Kanye West Real Friends The Life Of Pablo UMG SR0000779225

Kanye West Famous Famous - Single UMG SR0000779225

Kanye West Father Stretch
My Hands Part 1

The Life of Pablo UMG SR0000779225

Kanye West No More Parties
In L.A.

The Life of Pablo UMG SR0000779225

Kanye West Saint Pablo The Life of Pablo UMG SR0000779240

Kanye
West, Gucci
Mane, Big
Sean, 2
Chainz,

Champions Champions -
Single

UMG SR0000779193
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Travis
Scott, Yo
Gotti,
Quavo &
Desiigner
Kendrick
Lamar

untitled 07 |
2014 - 2016

untitled
unmastered.

UMG SR0000779292

Kendrick
Lamar

untitled 01 |
08.19.2014.

untitled
unmastered.

UMG SR0000779292

Kendrick
Lamar

Alright To Pimp a
Butterfly

UMG SR0000767371

Kendrick
Lamar

The Blacker The
Berry

To Pimp a
Butterfly

UMG SR0000759769

Kid Ink Be Real (Feat.
Dej Loaf)

Full Speed Sony SR0000766243

Kid Ink Hotel (Feat.
Chris Brown)

Full Speed Sony SR0000766242

Lil Durk What Your Life
Like

Remember My
Name

UMG SR0000768593

Lil Durk Like Me (Feat.
Jeremih)

Remember My
Name

UMG SR0000768592

Lil Durk Money Walk
(Feat. Yo Gotti)

Money Walk (feat.
Yo Gotti) - Single

UMG SR0000779326

Lil Yachty One Night Lil Boat UMG SR0000779237

Logic Flexicution Bobby Tarantino UMG SR0000779192

Logic Wrist (Feat.
Pusha T)

Bobby Tarantino UMG SR0000779190

Ludacris Beast Mode Ludaversal
(Deluxe)

UMG SR0000768224

Mac Miller 100 Grandkids GO:OD AM Warner Bros.
Records Inc.

SR0000774108

Machine
Gun Kelly

Till I Die General
Admission

UMG SR0000756943
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Malachiae
Warren

Minute Made Heard U Was in
My City - EP

UMG SR0000779226

Meek Mill Ima Boss (feat.
Rick Ross)

Self Made, Vol. 1
(Deluxe Version)

Atlantic
Recording
Corporation

SR0000695367

Meek Mill Lord Knows
(Feat. Tory
Lanez)

Dreams Worth
More Than Money

Atlantic
Recording
Corporation

SR0000772873

Miguel Coffee
(F***Ing) [Feat.
Wale]

Coffee (F***ing)
[feat. Wale] -
Single

Sony SR0000764246

Mike Will
Made-It &
Rihanna

Nothing Is
Promised

Nothing Is
Promised - Single

UMG SR0000779241

Post
Malone

White Iverson Stoney (Deluxe) UMG SR0000771552

Post
Malone

Go Flex Stoney (Deluxe) UMG SR0000779224

Pusha T Untouchable King Push -
Darkest Before
Dawn: The
Prelude

UMG SR0000776629

Pusha T Drug Dealers
Anonymous

Drug Dealers
Anonymous

UMG SR0000779232

Rae
Sremmurd

Black Beatles
(Feat. Gucci
Mane)

SremmLife 2
(Deluxe)

UMG SR0000779325

Rae
Sremmurd

By Chance SremmLife 2
(Deluxe)

UMG SR0000779267

Rae
Sremmurd

Do Yoga SremmLife 2
(Deluxe)

UMG SR0000779325

Rae
Sremmurd

Just Like Us SremmLife 2
(Deluxe)

UMG SR0000779325

Rae
Sremmurd

Look Alive SremmLife 2
(Deluxe)

UMG SR0000779191

Rick Ross No Games (Feat.
Future)

No Games (feat.
Future) - Single

UMG SR0000730875
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Rick Ross Color Money Black Market
(Deluxe)

UMG SR0000776032

Rick Ross Elvis Presley
Blvd. (Feat.
Project Pat)

Hood Billionaire
(Deluxe)

UMG SR0000750235

Schoolboy
Q

Hoover Street Oxymoron
(Deluxe Version)

UMG SR0000740379

Schoolboy
Q

By Any Means Blank Face LP UMG SR0000779288

Schoolboy
Q

Groovy Tony Groovy Tony -
Single

UMG SR0000779234

Schoolboy
Q

Overtime (Feat.
Miguel &
Justine Skye)

Blank Face LP UMG SR0000779288

Schoolboy
Q

That Part (Feat.
Kanye West)

Blank Face LP UMG SR0000779290

T.I. &
Young
Thug

Off-Set Furious 7
(Original Motion
Picture
Soundtrack)
[Deluxe Version]

Atlantic
Recording
Corporation

SR0000770930,
SR0000768651

Tinashe All Hands On
Deck

Aquarius Sony SR0000763846

Tory Lanez Say It I Told You UMG SR0000771555

Tory Lanez Flex I Told You UMG SR0000779312

Tory Lanez Friends With
Benefits

I Told You UMG SR0000779313

Travis Scott Oh My Dis Side
(Feat. Quavo)

Rodeo Sony SR0000775404

Travis Scott Antidote Rodeo (Deluxe) Sony SR0000775404

Travis Scott Maria I'm Drunk
(Feat. Justin
Bieber & Young
Thug)

Rodeo (Deluxe) Sony SR0000775404
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Ty Dolla
$ign

Sitting Pretty
(Feat. Wiz
Khalifa)

Free TC (Deluxe) Atlantic
Recording
Corporation

SR0000773784
(standard, not
deluxe)

Usher Yeah! (Feat. Lil
Jon & Ludacris)

Confessions LaFace
Records LLC

SR0000354784

Wale The Matrimony
(Feat. Usher)

The Album About
Nothing

Atlantic
Recording
Corporation

SR0000769365,
SR0000769363

YG I Got A Question
(Feat. Lil
Wayne)

Still Brazy
(Deluxe)

UMG SR0000779323

YG Still Brazy Still Brazy
(Deluxe)

UMG SR0000779320

The
Weeknd

Starboy Starboy UMG SR0000779650

The
Weeknd

Can't Feel My
Face

Beauty Behind
The Madness

UMG SR0000779647,
SR0000779648

The
Weeknd

False Alarm Starboy UMG SR0000779651

The
Weeknd

Tell Your
Friends

Beauty Behind
The Madness

UMG SR0000779647
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